
Traditionalists  (aka the Depression babies, born 1945 and before) 

Traditionalists make up the oldest and most knowledgeable people in the workforce. 
They have strong work ethics, are hard-working, believe in a hierarchical management 
style (where authority is respected) and tend to be very company-loyal. They are 
dependable, stubbornly independent and have advanced communication and 
interpersonal skills. They appreciate flexible working schedules.

Baby Boomers  (born 1946 to 1964) 

Baby Boomers are also very hard-working and loyal, with a strong work ethic. They are 
well educated, have excellent teamwork skills, value cooperation and have excellent 
face-to-face communication skills. They associate work and status with self-worth, 
meaning they are fiercely competitive and therefore question authority and thrive on 
adrenaline-charged assignments.

Generation X   (born 1965 to 1976) 

Generation Xs have a steady work ethic, but are not loyal to any company and 
dislike office hierarchies (believing loyalty and respect are earned). They are very 
independent and critical of others but work well with other people. They are much 
more technology literate, environmentally-conscious and family-focused than 
previous generations.

Millennials  (a.k.a. Generation Y, born 1977 to 1995) 

Millennials have recently become the largest generation in the workplace and define 
themselves by being tech-savvy, energetic and adaptable. Like Generation X, they believe 
respect should be earned. They are optimistic and seek out new job opportunities (not being 
company-loyal) as they place high value on self-improvement and growth; prioritising a good 
work-life balance over better pay. They are highly socialised and need constant feedback and 
communication with their peers and managers.

Generation Z  (a.k.a. iGen or Linksters, born 1996 and after)

Generation Z are the next generation of workers. They grew up in a media-saturated world, 
meaning they are technologically dependent and reliant on seamless, multi-platform 
communication; with social media a central communication platform. They are tolerant of 
alternative lifestyles but expect a dynamic way of working at a time, place and style of their 
choosing, moving towards virtual work collaborations. They are used to hovering authorities, 
which means they require structure and predictability in the workplace and crave specific, 
detailed instructions about how to do things.
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